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QUESTION 1

Which of the following commands will you use to open discretionary hyphen? 

A. Layout > Insert Special Character > Hyphens And Dashes > Discretionary Hyphen 

B. Window > Insert Special Character > Hyphens And Dashes > Discretionary Hyphen 

C. Object > Insert Special Character > Hyphens And Dashes > Discretionary Hyphen 

D. Type > Insert Special Character > Hyphens And Dashes > Discretionary Hyphen 

Correct Answer: D 

A discretionary hyphen appears only if the word breaks. To open a discretionary hyphen use the following command.
Type > Insert Special Character > Hyphens And Dashes > Discretionary Hyphen Answer: C, B, and A These options
are invalid. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following are the audio file formats supported by InDesign? Each correct answer represents a complete
solution. Choose all that apply. 

A. MP3 music 

B. QuickTime movie 

C. Microsoft WAV sound 

D. Apple AIFF 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Following are the file formats supported by InDesign: 

1.Video files such as Flash video, QuickTime movie, and Microsoft AVI video 

2.Animation files such as Flash player presentation 

3.Audio files such as MP3 music, Apple AIFF, and Microsoft WAV sound 

 

QUESTION 3

Andy works as a Web developer for company Inc. He has created a Web page using InDesign CS5 with an extensive
amount of information. He wants to use links for the convenience of the users of his Website so that they can directly
get to a particular section on the current Web page. 

Which of the following panels will Andy use to accomplish this task? 

A. Links panel 
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B. Pages panel 

C. Preflight panel 

D. Hyperlinks panel 

Correct Answer: D 

The Hyperlinks panel is a feature of InDesign CS5 which is used to create hyperlinks in a document so that when a user
exports to Adobe PDF or SWF in InDesign, a viewer can click a link to jump to other locations in the same document, to
other documents, or to websites. To open the Hyperlinks panel in InDesign CS5, use one of the following steps: Choose
Window > Interactive > Hyperlinks. Choose Window > Type and Tables > Cross-References. 
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QUESTION 4

You have created a table in your InDesign document. You want to paste a graphic in a cell of the table. To accomplish
this task you have selected the cell by pressing Esc key and then pasted the graphic. 

What will happen? 
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A. The cell will be eliminated from the table. 

B. The graphic will be pasted in the more than one cell in the table. 

C. The graphic will not be pasted in the cell. 

D. The graphic will be pasted in the cell. 

Correct Answer: C 

You should place a graphic in a table cell in exactly the same way as you insert a graphic in text. Click the Type tool in a
cell, or select some text inside a cell, then place a file or paste a graphic that you copied to the Clipboard. You must
select text or have an active text insertion point because selecting the cell itself will not get the graphic into the cell. In
the above scenario you selected only the cell and not the text inside the cell; this is why graphic is not pasted in the
table cell. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following allows you to resize several objects that have commonly aligned edges simultaneously, while
keeping the gaps between them fixed? 

A. Gradient panel 

B. Align panel 

C. Gap tool 

D. Glyph panel 

Correct Answer: C 

A gap tool is used to adjust the size of a gap between two or more objects. It also allows a user to resize several objects
that have commonly aligned edges simultaneously, while keeping the gaps between them fixed. It is a one-step way to 

adjust the layout by directly manipulating the space between objects. 

Answer: B is incorrect. The Align panel is used to align or distribute objects horizontally or vertically along the selection,
margins, page, or spread. To open the Align panel a user should use the following command: Window > Object and
Layout 

> Align The Align panel does not affect objects to which the Lock Position command is applied, and does not change
the alignment of text paragraphs within their frames. 

Answer: A is incorrect. The Gradient panel is useful for creating an unnamed gradient that will not be used often. 

Answer: D is incorrect. The Glyphs panel is used to enter glyphs. 
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